The Learning Registry: social networking for open educational resources?

Colaboratori and LORO, collaborative networks for educational repositories

Stir it up: cookbook of recipes and techniques enabling sophisticated OER

Open education policy research: a snapshot from the POERUP project

"Digital Futures in Teacher Education" project: locating digital literacy among teachers in HE

Sharing @ 100%? – Arguments for a less selective approach to reporting

New Approaches to Describing and Discovering Open Educational Resources

Reaching out with OER: the public-facing open scholar and the benevolent open scholar

OpenJoyce: 'a great field was to be opened up in the line of opening up'

Making OER available on multiple platforms (U-Now, iBooks, eBooks)

How open is your Open?

Promoting OER within Professional Bodies

Overcoming OER consent issues: the story of the #veted image database

Policy recommendations in the transition to open and online education

Using third party resources in OER

OER in Brazilian public policies: issues on the proposed Bill nº 1.513/2011

Writing Wikipedia articles with Communicate OER

Additional Sessions

OER Research Hub lab 134
Comm. OER 129, 132, 138

Workshop 79 (14:30 Start)

Writing Wikipedia articles with Communicate OER

x v c: falsifiability or hybrid learning in, through and about MOOCs
Welcome from the Conference Chairs

Dr Jackie Carter - Mimas, University of Manchester
Dr Chris Pegler - The Open University

Dear Delegate,

This conference offers engaging mixed activity to explore the impact of OER on education within the conference themes of Evidence, Experience and Expectation, with time on Wednesday 27th March (14.30-15.15) to collect and discuss ideas generated at this conference around each of those themes. With a focus on the student voice, we welcome many attendees who are new to open education. Please share your questions and discoveries over these two days, particularly via social media where the ideas here can be more widely circulated and discussed.

OER13 is the work of an amazing group of open education enthusiasts, and supporters. We hope their enthusiasm will be infectious; creating a stimulating and enjoyable event whose influence extends beyond this place and time. Please share your ideas with us and the conference committee and help us all create this virtuous circle.
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